
Supplementary for Behavioral Analysis of Vision-and-Language Navigation
Agents

1. Discussion
We discuss the insights regarding model behaviour, as

well as some future directions. Main paper’s goal is to de-
velop a framework for skill-based behavioral analysis, de-
spite that, we could provide some speculation on the under-
lying reason of model behaviour in the hope of benefiting
the future development of embodied agents.
–Low room/object sensitivity of HAMT. Low sensitivity of
object and room seeking implies a weakness of the agent
in spatial relation reasoning and vision-language alignment.
We suspect this resulted from lack of specific proxy tasks,
and visual features only capturing limited information (as
also stated in [22]). We encourage people to design specific
architectures, build proxy tasks addressing spatial relation
reasoning, and incorporate richer object information or ob-
ject representation learning modules.
– HAMT vs. EnvDrop (Stop & Turn). Architecture differ-
ence (HAMT vs EnvDrop: Transformer vs Recurrent Neu-
ral Network) might give HAMT an advantage in both Stop
and Turn. Further for Turn, we believe some proxy train-
ing tasks unique to HAMT brought the advantage. We sus-
pect Single-Step Action Regression, and Spatial Relation-
ship Prediction are helpful. Former predicts action heading
and elevation directly from given instruction, history, and
current observation; latter predicts relative spatial position
of two views given visual feature angle feature or both. Fur-
ther analysis could be interesting future work.
– EnvDrop vs. EnvDrop (CLIP). CLIP may provide im-
proved semantics, but not action-grounding benefits. A full-
scale component-wise analysis is out-of-scope for this pa-
per, but would be an interesting application of our behav-
ioral analysis framework that our code release could support
in the future.

2. Data Correlation Analysis
Our dataset represents a finite, correlated sample from

the space of all instruction-trajectories pairs in indoor
scenes. There may be correlation within trajectories from
the same scan or from interventions drawn from the same
trajectory. We conducted Hierarchical bootstrapping and
linear mixed effect modeling to account for the correlation

in data.
– Hierarchical bootstrapping for CIs. We use hierarchical
bootstrap resampling [2] (scenes→trajectories) to correctly
simulate a new draw from the underlying population we are
studying. Then we obtain confidence intervals from the new
draw.
– Linear mixed effect modeling. We model each of our in-
terventions with a linear mixed effect model where each
scan and trajectory are modeled as imparting a random
slope and intercept along with a overall fixed intervention
effect – i.e. modeling the effect for an episode i taken from
scan j and trajectory k as

effecti=
(
wfix + wscanj

+ wtraj
k

)
∗Ii+bfix+bscanj

+btraj
k

where wscanj
, wtraj

k
, bscanj

, and btraj
k

are modeled as
random effects and Ii is a binary variable indicating whether
this episode contains an intervention. Models were fit us-
ing lmer in R and significance of fixed effects were eval-
uated through the anova command. We provided analysis
for HAMT, ENVDROP-IMAGENET, ENVDROP-CLIP in
main paper and appendix.

3. Additional Case Studies for Envdrop-clip
and Envdrop-imagenet

We provide complete analysis for the two additional
VLN agents we tested: ENVDROP–CLIP and ENVDROP–
IMAGENET. These were not included as case studies in the
main paper due to space.

3.1. Stop

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show average stop probabilities across
different trajectory lengths for the truncated implicit stop,
intervened explicit stop, and one-step ahead instruction set-
tings for ENVDROP–IMAGENET and ENVDROP–CLIP. Er-
ror bars are 95% hierarchical bootstrap confidence intervals.
For ENVDROP–CLIP, we find the average stop probability
to remain fairly constant for shorter trajectory lengths (un-
til around sixteen) under both implicit and explicit stop in-
structions, but dropped at longer trajectory lengths (from
sixteen to twenty). This suggests agents ground the stop in-
struction better for shorter trajectories. And the plot also
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Figure 1. (Envdrop–clip) Average Stop Probability vs Trajectory
length instruction for “implicit stop instruction”, “explicit stop in-
struction” and “one-step ahead prior”. We find agents respond
strongly to both implicit and explicit stop interventions at ear-
lier steps – stopping with high probability across shorter trajectory
lengths. (Until around sixteen) Explicit stop instructions produce
a stronger effect than implicit.
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Figure 2. (Envdrop–imagenet)Average Stop Probability vs Tra-
jectory length instruction for “implicit stop instruction”, “explicit
stop instruction” and “one-step ahead prior”. We find agents re-
spond strongly to both implicit and explicit stop interventions –
stopping with high probability across all trajectory lengths. Ex-
plicit stop instructions produce a stronger effect than implicit.

suggests stop probability is higher for explicit than implicit
stop and both are higher than one-step ahead setting.

To evaluate statistical significance of the effect, we again
use lmer where the observed stop probability is assumed
to be an effect of the intervention plus random effects from
the environment and source trajectory. We find agents have
a higher probability of stopping when given explicit rather
than implicit stop instructions (0.66 vs. 0.47, effect 0.19
anova: p ≈ 0), and the agent responds to both implicit
and explicit stop instructions by increasing stop probabil-
ity compared to the one-step ahead baseline (effect 0.22,
p ≈ 0). For ENVDROP–IMAGENET, we find the average
stop probability to remain fairly constant for implicit and
explicit stop instructions across all trajectory lengths. This

suggests the agent can ground to both implicit and explicit
stop instructions regardless of trajectory length. The stop
probability for explicit stop instruction is higher than im-
plicit stop instruction, and both are higher than one-step
ahead setting. We find agents have a higher probability of
stopping with explicit rather than implicit stop instructions
(0.63 vs. 0.47, effect: 0.16 p ≈ 0), and the agents respond
to both implicit and explicit stop instructions by increasing
stop probability compared to the one-step ahead setting (ef-
fect 0.22, p ≈ 0)

Note ENVDROP–IMAGENET has a tendency to stop more
likely for longer trajectory than ENVDROP–CLIP. This
might suggest the correlation between trajectory lengths
and stop probability for ENVDROP–IMAGENET is stronger.
Summary. We find both ENVDROP–IMAGENET and
ENVDROP–CLIP respond strongly to implicit and explicit
stops across most trajectory lengths and explicit stop in-
structions have a stronger effect. In addition, we find
ENVDROP–CLIP tends to have a lower probability of stop-
ping at longer trajectories regardless of stop instructions.

3.2. Unconditional Directional Instructions

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the distribution of probabilities
over all episodes for each directional intervention as his-
tograms on polar axes. For convenience, we denote the tar-
get direction region with a green arc at the center of each
plot.

For ENVDROP–CLIP, across all directions, we find the
agent either stops (roughly 46% of the time on average) or
moves in a roughly forward direction in the no intervention
setting. There is a slight bias towards left or right in those
settings. However, the agent does not receive any left/right
instruction, so this reflects a minor structural bias caused
by the filtering process. All left (right) episodes include a
neighbor to the left (right) and an agent with a bias towards
moving roughly forward may select them at a higher rate
than nodes in the backward direction.

For the intervention setting, we see a strong response to
directional language for forward, left and right. For these
three settings, the agent stops significantly less (roughly
21% of the time on average) and we observe a shift in dis-
tribution towards the corresponding direction. Similarly as
before, we accumulate the probability mass into directional
bins and evaluate the effect of intervention on the accumu-
lated probability. We again use lmer the same as before
to account for potential correlations in scenes and trajecto-
ries. We find the agent exhibits a significantly higher ac-
cumulated probability for forward, left, and right direction
with directional instruction than without – estimating inter-
vention effects as increased accumulated probability for for-
ward (0.08, p ≈ 0), left (0.36, p ≈ 0), right (0.34, p ≈ 0)

For backward, back left, and back right, the agent does
not have a good response to directional language. We find



Figure 3. (ENVDROP–CLIP) We plot the next step direction probability distribution of the agent onto polar axis for easier visualization.
We provide results for six directions and contrast between “No Intervention” (red) with “Direction” (blue). The number on the outer
circle and middle dotted circle are max and max

2
respectively. We found the ENVDROP–CLIP agent is responsive to only three directional

instructions: forward, left and right. The probability mass of directional interventions shifts toward the area indicated by those three
directional instructions compared to “No Intervention”.

the agent either stops (roughly 58% of the time on average),
moves forward (reflecting forward bias the agent learned
during training), or responds to part of the instruction. We
created backward, back left, and back right directional lan-
guage by composing sub-instructions. (“Turn around and
walk forward” for backward, “Turn around and go to your
right” for back left, and “Turn around and go to your left”
for back right). Fig. 3 suggests for all three conditions,
the agent may not be able to execute “turn around” or may
not be able to compose “turn around” and other directional
instructions. Similarly, estimating intervention effects as
increased accumulated probability for backward (3E−4,
p = 0.42), back left (−3E−3, p = 0.33), back right
(4E−3, p = 0.38). We observed overall similar effects
for ENVDROP–IMAGENET in Fig. 4, the agent responds to
forward, left, and right strongly, but has no respond to back-
ward, back left and back right. The estimated intervention

effects are: forward (0.08, p ≈ 0), left (0.36, p ≈ 0),
right (0.32, p ≈ 0), backward (6E−4, p = 0.27), back
left (−5E−3, p = 0.03), back right (−3E−3, p = 0.29)
Summary. We find both ENVDROP–CLIP and ENVDROP–
IMAGENET agents strongly respond to directional language
for forward, left and right. But they are not able to respond
to backward, back left, back right conditions properly. They
only ground to part of the intervention instruction but fail
on the whole instruction. (e.g., probability mass distributed
to “right” for “turn around and go to right” instead of the
correct direction, “back left”) This may due to inability to
parse “turn around” instructions. Some dataset biases from
training are still evident in a bias towards forward actions.

3.3. Object

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 present distributions over angular dis-
tance for the intervention and no-intervention settings for



Figure 4. (ENVDROP–IMAGENET) We plot the next step direction probability distribution of the agent onto polar axis for easier visual-
ization. We provide results for six directions and contrast between “No Intervention” (red) with “Direction” (blue). The number on the
outer circle and middle dotted circle are max and max

2
respectively. We found the ENVDROP–IMAGENET agent is responsive to only three

directional instructions: forward, left and right. The probability mass of directional interventions shifts toward the area indicated by those
three directional instructions compared to “No Intervention”.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the absolute difference between
model prediction and target object direction for intervention and
no intervention settings. (ENVDROP–CLIP)
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Figure 6. The distribution of the absolute difference between
model prediction and target object direction for intervention and
no intervention settings. (ENVDROP–IMAGENET)
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Figure 7. The distribution of absolute difference between model
prediction and target object direction for forward bias agent.

ENVDROP–CLIP and ENVDROP–IMAGENET respectively.
For ENVDROP–CLIP, the agent is not significantly re-

sponsive to object-seeking instruction. (blue vs. red bars in
Fig. 5. We again use a lmer to evaluate the effect of in-
tervention on the accumulated probability within 15 degree
of absolute angular difference. We find weak fixed effect
of 4E−2 (anova, p = 2E−6) for intervention vs non-
intervention. For ENVDROP–IMAGENET(Fig. 6), we find
a weak fixed effect of 3E−2, (p = 6E−7) for interven-
tion vs non-intervention. However, both ENVDROP–CLIP
and ENVDROP–IMAGENET show a wide spread angular er-
ror that suggests the target objects are not being grounded
accurately. (Recall all trajectories have neighboring nodes
that would incur no more than 15 degrees of error.) To ex-
plore this error distribution further, we also examine a base-
line Forward bias (Fig. 7 agent that places probability
on neighbors inversely proportional to their relative head-
ing. We find this baseline exhibits a similarly shaped error
distribution to the agent – suggesting the agent may be tak-
ing forward actions when uncertain about the target object.
As in our other experiments, the no intervention setting is
more likely to stop than the intervention (50% vs. 30% for
ENVDROP–CLIP, 54% vs. 37% for ENVDROP-IMAGENET.
Summary. We find evidence for only a weak ten-
dency to move towards referenced objects for ENVDROP–
IMAGENET, and ENVDROP–CLIP.

3.4. Room-seeking Instructions

1-Hop Results. The probabilities of delta distance for
ENVDROP–CLIP and ENVDROP–IMAGENET are displayed
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively – values greater than zero
represent the agent moving closer to nodes with the target
room type. We observe a weak right-shift in the density
suggesting the agents respond somewhat to the interven-
tion. We again use a lmer to evaluate the effect of in-
tervention on the delta geodesic distance. For ENVDROP–
CLIP, we find the estimated fixed effect as 0.10 (anova,
p = 9E−5) for intervention vs no intervention. For

 Further from Goal Closer to Goal

Figure 8. (ENVDROP–CLIP) Distribution of delta distance to nodes
of the target room type. The delta distance difference of distance
to nodes of target room type (relative to start position) with or
without intervention. Positive delta distance means the agent move
closer to nodes of target type with intervention than otherwise. The
distribution shift towards right with intervention than otherwise,
indicates the agent is responsive to room-seeking instruction. (-
0.15 vs.-0.41, p = 9E−5 )

 Further from Goal Closer to Goal

Figure 9. (ENVDROP–IMAGENET) Distribution of delta distance
to nodes of target room type. The delta distance difference of dis-
tance to the nodes of target room type (relative to start position)
with or without intervention. Positive delta distance means the
agent move closer to nodes of the target type with intervention than
otherwise. The distribution shift towards right with intervention
than otherwise, indicates the agent is responsive to room-seeking
instruction. (-0.16 vs.-0.42, p = 4E−3 )

ENVDROP-IMAGENET, we find the estimated fixed effect
as 0.05 (p = 4E−3). However, Both the agents do not reli-
ably place strong beliefs on neighbors with the target room
type – negative median delta distance and significant mass
to the left of zero.

k-Hop Results. We report the distance to the nearest node
with target room type here.

We show ridgeline plots in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 for



Figure 10. (ENVDROP–CLIP) Distribution of geodesic distance to
the nearest node of target room type for k-hop room-seeking ex-
periments. Stop to Goal is a baseline agent that always takes
the stop action.

ENVDROP–CLIP and ENVDROP–IMAGENET, respectively.
We compare distance to the nearest node of target room
type distributions for 1- to 8-hops. For both agents, we
find the error increases with target room distance. We
again leverage a lmer to evaluate the effect of interven-
tion on dgeo(nend, nnear). For ENVDROP–IMAGENET, we
find weak effect of ≤ −0.08 (anova, p = 8E−3) for in-
tervention vs. non-intervention for 2–8 hops with 95% con-
fidence). For ENVDROP–CLIP, we find similar weak effects
≤ −0.08 (p = 1E−2) for 2–6 hops with 95% confidence.
Overall, this suggests agents have limited ability to search
for rooms based on common sense exploration.
Summary. Both the ENVDROP–CLIP [3] and ENVDROP–
IMAGENT [4] agents are only weakly sensitive to room type
reference instructions when the room is visible (within one
hop) but lack the ability to perform common sense explo-
ration to find further away rooms (k-hop). Overall sensi-
tivity is low, suggesting the agent may not rely on room-
specifying portions of instructions when navigating.

4. Templates and Examples

Tab. 1 show templates we used in our cases studies. And
as we mannully designed the templates from examining

Figure 11. (ENVDROP–IMAGENET) Distribution of geodesic dis-
tance to nearest node of target room type for k-hop room-seeking
experiments. Stop to Goal is a baseline agent that always
takes the stop action.

RxR [1] dataset, we also provide example instructions in
Tab. 2 containing the templates. Note the we make sure
each part of templates can be found in training data.



Skill-specific language Template

Stop Instruction

This is your destination.
This is your end point.
You reached your destination.
You are done.

Unconditional Directional Instructions

Walk forward. (forward)
Turn around and walk forward. (backward)
Turn left and walk forward. (left)
Turn right and walk forward. (right)
Turn around and go to your right. (back left)
Turn around and go to your left. (back right)

Object-seeking Instruction Walk towards the XX (Object)
Room-seeking Instruction Walk towards the XX (room type)

Table 1. Templates for Skill-specific language used for our work.

Template Examples
This is your destination.
This is your end point.
You reached your destination.
You are done.

As you’re facing the wall, you’re gonna see 4 white coats to your right. Just
turn around and take a few steps forward, you’re gonna have a small sink
to your left. This is your destination.

Walk forward. Starting off in a side room library. Walk forward. And you ll see an open
living room with chairs, a piano to your left, a desk to your right , wall is
also to the right. Continue straight to the middle of the chair and the desk.
Once the desk is to your right forward is a window with a mountain range
and in front is also another couch, a big long couch. And to the left is a
small circle table. Taking one last step and onto the couch the table is still
to your left

Turn around You will start by standing in front of a glass door and on your right is a
doorway. Turn around and you will see a doorway to the washroom. Walk
towards the doorway and inside the washroom. Once you’re there, stand in
between the sink and the bathtub and once you’re there, you’re done.

Go to your right You are facing a large window. You are going to turn all the way around.
You are going to exit this room and make a right. You are going to move
forward into this room on the large blue rug. And you are going to go to the
middle door on your right. The doors will now be open and you are going
to take a step outside. You are going to go to your right. You are going to
move forward down this pathway. And you are going to stop when you are
right next to the yellow outlined glass window on the building will be on
your right and on your left is just going to be the cement banister between
2 columns and you are done.

Go to your left You are facing an open door and a massage bed. You are going to go thru
the door. And once thru the door you are going to make an immediate right.
You are going to step into this room and you are going to go to your left.
You are going to hop over to the 3rd massage lounger on your right. Then
you are going to make a right and go thru the entrance. You are going to
continue moving forward, you will see a staircase in front of you. And you
are going to stop right when you are near the banister to the staircase, on
the left of you is going to be a corner with a statue and to the right of you
is going to be a seating area with 2 wicker chairs and you are done.



Turn left Begin facing some shelves. Turn around and head out the open doors. Head
to the dining table and turn left. Head down the left side of the dining
table until you reach the living area. Turn left and go to the random swing
from here head to the white chair in the corner of the room on the elevated
platform under the odd art and you’re done.

Turn right You’re in a living room. Turn right and you’ll see a small hallway. Go into
it. Toward the doors you can see that are horizontally slatted with wood.
In the hallway on the left you will see a table with lots of photos on it. Go
toward the table. Look at the table look right. You’ll see another room in
the distance with a large rectangular table with various boxes and a lamp
on it. Step toward there, you’ll see its a bedroom. Step to the foot of the
bed, look right walk over to the single chair to the right of the bed. Step
into the corner left of that chair and stop.

Walk towards the XX (object) We are standing inside an empty walk in closet. We are going to head out
inside the bedroom. Walk towards the bed and outside on the balcony.
Stop when you’re outside on the balcony overlooking the city. That’s it.

Walk towards the XX (room type) You’re in a bathroom with wooden floors and wooden walls. There’s a
bathtub in front of you. Walk around the bathtub. To your right you see a
toilet, a cabinet, a sink and a mirror. In front of you there’s a doorway ex-
iting the bathroom. Walk towards this doorway. Continue to walk towards
the door. Exit outside into the main room. You’re now in the main room.
It also has wooden walls and wooden floors. There’s a kitchen in front of
you. Walk towards the kitchen. You’re now in the kitchen, to your right
you can see some cabinets, a sink, a table and you’ve reached the end.

Table 2. Examples of templates from RxR [1] training dataset.



Method NE OE SR SPL nDTW sDTW
HAMT 7.75 5.48 42.49 39.33 54.01 35.05
HAMT–tf 4.92 3.43 52.94 50.75 72.41 47.98

Table 3. We report scores for teacher forcing part of ground truth
(HAMT–tf) vs No teacher force (HAMT). We find by forcing the
agent until the end of partial ground truth, there is no performance
drop but increase across all metrics than otherwise.

5. Teacher Forcing Effects
We run a small experiment to verify agents continue to

behave rationally after being forced through the interven-
tion trajectories. Consider a truncated (τ, I), pair, we re-
place the I with full instruction If . Given full instruction
If , agents were either forced until the final node of τ then
started to take argmax actions, or without teacher forcing
along τ at all. Tab. 3 indicates no performance drop oc-
curred due to the teacher forcing process. (Perhaps un-
surprisingly, teacher forcing brings a 10% performance in-
crease.)
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